Retinal fixation point location in the foveal avascular zone.
The site of normal fixation is often assumed to be centered in the foveal avascular zone (FAZ). This assumed anatomic relationship is used during photocoagulation therapy as an objective guide to avoid damaging critical retinal structures on or near fixation. With laser therapy being directed closer and closer to the center of the FAZ, the accuracy with which the center of the FAZ locates the retinal point of fixation becomes an important therapeutic issue. Using an optimized technique for visualizing the retinal vasculature entoptically, the authors determined the location of the retinal point of fixation with respect to the foveal area vasculature in 26 eyes of 14 healthy subjects. In 23 eyes (12 subjects), a traditional FAZ was observed, the other three eyes (two subjects) had capillaries near or crossing the center of fixation. Of the 23 eyes with a traditional FAZ, 20 had centers of fixation located eccentric to the center but in the FAZ, (average deviation from the center of the FAZ, 66.5 +/- 49.5 microns) with the direction of deviation from the FAZ center appearing random. Consequently, when following protocols that advocate photocoagulation treatment with spot centers closer to the FAZ center than 300 microns, the center of the FAZ is a poor locator of a subject's retinal point of fixation. When using the FAZ as a reference, the resulting uncertainty in the location of the subject's retinal point of fixation increases the probability of significant damage to the actual point of fixation by up to 20%.